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Whither Civilisation?: The Tragedy of 
Homogenising Heterogeneity 
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combat the forces of nature, or with an innate sense of barmony to 
Cultivate what they percerved as the wild. Such societies developed 

W ankind cneated soIety either froma sense of self-preservation to 

nto col1sationS across the globe, All of these civil1sations represent 
Ehe Culture of the soaety (Durant 8), which is retlectve of the 

naturalresourcespresent in the 1ocale. Thus cultures and 
OWWWM CIVilisations are netther homogeneous nor were they Ever meant to 

De. 

However, mankind's aspration to homogenise cultures and 
CIVlisations is a realty, and orse a menaceas such desires 
discount the destruction perpetuated in the name of harmony In 
this Context he question that needs to be addressed is not why 

mankind has such desirs but whether it is still possible to preserve 
harmony whle accepting the apparently evitable homogenusation 
that 1S encouraged and sought after. But betore progressing further 
an understandirng of how civlsations are created and the 

characteristics is necessary as it would enable an appreciation of the 

LML 

respect boundaries of aVilsations deserve 

For Wil Durant civilisation is created to end chaos and 
insecurity (8); what is mplicit in such a statement is that a world 
without civilisation s full of chaos and insecunty But what is 
ciaos, and why the insecurity! 
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